Quick Start Guide
MAXITROL GV60 REMOTE CONTROL

Maxitrol GV60 Remote Control
Buttons Legend

To Turn On The Fireplace
Simultaneously press the OFF and LARGE FLAME buttons until a short beep confirms the start sequence has begun; release buttons. The handset will automatically go into temperature control mode or manual mode.

To Turn Off The Fireplace
Press the OFF button.

For Flame Height Adjustment
When ignition is confirmed, the unit will automatically turn to maximum flame height.
• Press and hold LARGE FLAME button to increase flame height.
• Press and hold SMALL FLAME button to decrease flame height.
• For fine adjustment tap the LARGE FLAME or SMALL FLAME buttons.

For Fan Operation
The circulating fan has 4 speed levels from low (1 bar) to high (4 bars).
• Briefly press the SET button to scroll to fan mode. Fan and Level icons will flash.
• To turn fan on, press LARGE FLAME button until at least 1 speed level appears.
• Press LARGE FLAME button to increase fan speed.
• Press SMALL FLAME button to decrease fan speed.
• To turn OFF fan, press SMALL FLAME button until all 4 speed level bars disappear.
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For Setting The Time
Simultaneously press the LARGE FLAME 3 and SMALL FLAME 4 buttons.
• Press the LARGE FLAME 3 button to set the hour.
• Press the SMALL FLAME 4 button to minute.
• Press the OFF 2 after setting the time.

°F/12 Hour Clock & °C/24 Hour Clock
The handset has a default setting of °F and a 12 hour clock display.
• Press and hold the OFF 2 and SMALL FLAME 4 buttons until the display changes to the °C and 24 hour clock.

For Modes of Operation
Consult your user guide that was included with your purchase. Or visit the website to download a new user guide.
www.regency-fire.com

Troubleshooting
Q: My remote does not work.
A1: Check the batteries in the handset.
• 1 x 9V (quality alkaline recommended)
• Battery replacement is recommended every season.
A2: Check the batteries in the battery back-up located in the unit
• 4 x 1.5V “AA” (quality alkaline recommended).
• Low battery indication: Frequent beeps for 3 seconds when motor turns. Do not disconnect the battery back-up.
  Internal damage(s) may occur which are not covered by the manufacturer warranty.

Q: I do not see a pilot flame.
A: This is a feature of the unit. The system shuts off the fire completely if there is no change in flame height for 5 days. To turn back on, follow “To Turn On The Fireplace” instructions.

Q: I live in a cold climate and would like the pilot flame to stay on.
A: Follow “To Turn On The Fireplace” instructions, then press and hold SMALL FLAME 4 button to set the appliance to continuous pilot.